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About InnoLogic Lab

Why InnoLogic Lab?

We have an extensive experience and proven track 
record of being technology partners for global firms.

We listen. We architect and plan with your inputs for 
your industry, your company and your processes.

We love solving puzzles and are always up for a 
challenge. We like to explore and derive various ways 
towards efficiency.

We believe that Technology simplifies everyone’s life and 
love to do anything to make others have the same feeling 
towards technology.

Our Company Mission

To be one of the key players in technology 
transformation happening today and shaping up 
the future.

Our Philosophy

Thin processes, precise delivery and totally
invested  into sponsors’ vision.

Our Commitment

Exceptional User Experience !

Extensive global IT experience, Transparent and candid 
feedback mechanism, Mentoring from our advisors, 
Passion to create & deliver and Blessings from our 
well-wishers.
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Our Services

Enterprise Architecture
We specialize in strategy consulting to guide organizations in seamlessly integrating
AI machine learning into their operations. Our tailored solution design ensures that 
AI systems align perfectly with organizational goals.

AI & ML Solutions
The selection of tools and software for AI and ML solutions depends on project 
needs, objectives, data scientists' and developers' preferences, and can involve 
both native and hybrid technologies.

Learning content
We employ Learning Management Systems (LMS) to efficiently manage and deliver
eLearning content, equipped with tools for course creation, assessments, and 
performance analytics.
Mobile App
We employ Learning Management Systems (LMS) to efficiently manage and deliver
using native as well as hybrid technologies. Through this experience we commit to 
excellent user experience and desired business value.
Virtual Reality Apps
These services include a wide range of VR and AR applications, such as games and 
experiences, training and simulation programs, and counseling applications,
education and learning programs, and tours and experiences.
Digital Content
Our focus has been on gamifying learning. Our gaming lab is fully equipped with 
technology knowhow and passionate team which is just right to translate your 
vision to reality.
Gaming App
The specific tools and software used in visual communication design will depend 
on the needs and goals of the individual project, as well as the preferences of the 
designer.
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Our Products

Mentors-Mentoring Platform

Flix Microlearning Video Platform
Flix is a microlearning video platform developed that provides organizations with 
an effective and efficient way to deliver training and education to learners. The 
platform is designed to offer short, concise, and engaging video content that can 
be easily consumed by learners.

Virtual Reality LMS
A Virtual Reality Learning Management System (VR LMS) is an educational 
technology platform that combines virtual reality (VR) technology with a learning 
management system (LMS) to create an immersive training experience for 
learners Professionals. 

Maritime LMS
A Maritime Learning Management System (LMS) is a product developed for the 
maritime industry to facilitate the training and development of seafarers. It is a 
web-based platform that provides a comprehensive suite of tools to manage, 
track, and deliver maritime training courses.

The mentoring platform app can be used in various industries where mentoring 
relationships are important for personal and professional development. The app 
provides a convenient and efficient way to connect mentors and mentees and 
facilitate skill-based mentoring relationships. 

Project Management Software
Our project management software offers a comprehensive suite of features 
designed to streamline project workflows, enhance collaboration, and ensure 
project success. From intuitive task management and collaborative communication
tools to agile project planning and resource allocation, our software empowers 
teams to work efficiently, adapt to changing project requirements, and deliver 
value to clients. 
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Hire-Deploy - Profile sourcing, Screening and recommendation. Hire and deploy, if
selected by business.

Train-Deploy - Strategically partnered model to create a staff pool which is custom-
trained and deployed on need basis.deploy, 

Quality Screening - Supported by in-house product engineering team working on latest 
technology platforms.is custom-trained and deployed on need basis.deploy, 

Program Governance - High-touch and structured metric-based relationship 
management.

Skills:
Niche - Robotic Process Automation, Hybrid App Development,
Python, Cloud, Immersive Technologies (VR/AR/ MR). Creative and Digital Content 
(UI/UX, Animations, Videos, SCORM Content).
Generic - Developers on Java/ .Net/ C# and Test Engineers.
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